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White Paper on the CPI(M). I think you 
follow that example and give the role of the 
Information & Broadcasting Ministry during 
the months of emergency. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; The first White 
Paper that was presented to Parliament was in 
1962 on the Indo-China affair. That is the first 
thing. If you want to call the earlier ones also 
as White Papers, it is all right but they were 
not White Papers. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Call it black 
paper if you like. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Sir, in all there 
were three laws which added up to a serious 
erosion of <press freedom. First is the Act 
about which I moved to repeal today. The 
second one will be the one that will be taken 
up for consideration immediately after this. 
And the third one is the one which earlier had 
abolished the Press Council which I have 
promised that we will revive in the next 
session. With these words, I once again thank 
all the friends who have participated in the 
debate and also the Members of the House for 
having extended their wholehearted support to 
this Government. I am also grateful for the 
kind words said about me by many 
honourable Members. 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): Would you like to say 
something regarding closure of the Rajasthan 
papers? 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is; 

"That the Bill to repeal the Prevention of 
Publication of Objectionable Matter Act, 
1976, as passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken 
into consideration. 

The motion was adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): We shall now take up 
the clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. 

Clause 2 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula and the 
Title were added to the Bill. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: Sir , I move; 

"That the Bill be passed." 

The question was put and the motion was 
adopted. 

THE PARLIAMENTARY PROCEED-
INGS   (PROTECTION OF PUBLICA-

TION)  BILL, 1977 

THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING (SHRI LAL K. 
ADVANI): Sir, I beg to move   : 

"That the Bill to protect the publication 
of reports of proceedings of Parliament, as 
passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken into 
consideration." 

Sir, I have nothing particular to say except 
that this is something that follows very 
directly from the privilege of free speech that 
we enjoy in Parliament; and that privilege 
would have a meaning only if what we say is 
reported.   There are certain limita- 
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[Shri Lai K. Advani] 
tions on the press covering the pro 
ceedings, and those limitations are 
that the reporting should be fair, sub 
stantially fair, and that it should be 
for the public good. With this was 
associated Feroze Gandhi, the dis 
tinguished Member of the Lok Sabha, 
who had sponsored the Bill. He is 
one of the few non-official Members 
whose Bill was adopted and it formed 
part of the Statute. Unfortunately, 
during the emergency ----------  

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): 
Why say 'unfortunately'? It is ironical that the 
Bill brought forward and got passed by 
Feroze Gandhi was killed by someone very 
close to him. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I always leave it 
to you to make ironical remarks. I do not 
make ironical remarks. I merely state the fact. 
And the fact is that it is unfortunate that 
during the emergency the Feroze Gandhi's Act 
was repealed. As a Government committed to 
the freedom of the press, we feel it is our 
responsibility and duty to restore and revive 
the Act. The entire Bill is in its original form. 
Therefore, I commend it to the House to adopt 
unanimously. 
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SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND (Punjab): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, I hope you will bear with 
me, though I know my hon. friend Shri Bahu-
guna is very anxious to introduce his Bill. As 
a journalist I have to say a number of.... 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: My only point 
is that if I were sitting in the opposition, I 
would have simply congratulated the 
Government and resumed my seat. When an 
Act is being repealed and when all of us are 
agreed on it, sometimes speeches which are 
not even germane to the Bill are being made. I 
will be happy if hon. Members speak within 
the framework of the Bill. I am upset only on 
that score. 

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS SALEEM: 
It is for us to decide whether our speeches are 
relevant or not. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: It is for the 
Chair to decide. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU (Andhra Pradesh) : If 
the hon. Minister expects a Bill to be enacted 
as an Act without a debate, I think it would 
not be possible  in  this   House. 

SHRI H. N. BAHUGUNA: I know. It was 
done earlier. 

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS 
SALEEM:   Shri  Bahuguna  is     overanxious 
to introduce his Bill today... 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: I can only 
promise that I shall try to be strictly relevant 
to the business of the House, and I would only 
bring in those things which have to be  
brought  in for  certain  reasons. 

First of all, I want to congratulate Shri 
Advani for keeping the promise made by the 
Janata Party by introducing this Bill in this 
very session  of  the  House  and that  way 
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liberating the Parliament itself from a certain 
sense of fear and certain state of affairs which 
was most deplorable and which was not in the 
interest  of anybody. 

I want to remind the House how this Bill 
came to be introduced in the Parliament in the 
first instance. The makers of our Constitution 
did not accept that whatever is said in the 
Parliament should be reported outside. Soon 
after the first Parliament came to be elected, it 
was the Indian Federation of Working Jour-
nalists appearing before the Press 
Commission who pointed out that "we cannot 
do justice to the Parliamentary proceedings 
because we are always under the fear of being 
hauled up before a court of law". The All 
India Newspaper Editors Confer, ence also 
took up a similar stand. Then the Press 
Commission itself recommended in paragraph 
499 of their report that some way should be 
found out so that Parliamentary proceedings 
can be fairly reported to the people. It was in 
this context that the late Shri Feroze Gandhi 
introduced this Bill on a historic day, I would 
say. He introduced this Bill on March 23, 
1956 and exactly twenty-five years earlier on 
March 23, martyr Bhagat Singh has kissed the 
gallows so that our country may be free. In a 
way we were not free till this PHI was passed. 
Till then there were many restrictions on the 
freedom of the Press. You will bear with me, 
if I just read out one or two excerpts from Shri 
Feroze Gandhi's speech while introducing this 
Bill. While introducing this Bill in the Lok 
Sabha, he said: 

"The people have a right to know what 
their chosen representatives say and do. 
Anything that stands in the way must be 
removed." 

He went on to say: 

''The extent to which democracy has  
succeeded can be    judged by 

the extent to which we have successfully 
compelled the Government to function in 
the full limelight  of  publicity." 

He went on to say: 

"Our objective today is a socialist 
society—(something that has only been 
written in the preamble of the 
Constitution)." 

Here the first hurdle is: 

The newspaper which is the means of 
conveying and giving expression to our 
ideas belongs to a sector of economy, 
called the private  sector. 

It is here that the question of delinking comes, 
which Shri Advani, while replying to the 
debate on the earlier Bill, referred to and 
promised to look into. 

Lastly,   I  will   quote  just  a  small 
sentence: 

"Any newspaper which today publishes 
the proceedings of our legislatures does so 
at considerable risk and throws itself open 
to both civil and criminal action. The law 
of libel operates like a silent censor." 

Now that the hon. Minister has withdrawn the 
Prevention of Publication of Objectionable 
Matter Act, I hope he will look into this. My 
request to him is this. The content of this Bill 
was not accepted by the founding fathers 
while framing the Constitution. This Bill, 
when it was introduced and accepted, was in 
relation to the Parliament alone. But what is 
now required is that this should also cover all 
the Legislative Assemblies because what is 
fundamental to this Bill is that our people 
choose their representatives to represent them 
in the State Assemblies and in Parliament and 
our people have to judge the performance of 
their representatives.    The   people     have  to 
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LShri Jagjit Singh Anand] exercise their 
vigilance to see how their representatives 
acquit themselves or they have to see how the 
promises made at the time of the elections are 
fulfilled or they have to judge, on the basis of 
the reports on the performance of their 
representatives appearing in the papers, as to 
what to do next time when they come to the 
people again for getting elected. So, this is 
required to report the reaction of the people 
and also reporting back to the people on how 
their representatives perform in the 
Assemblies and Parliament. But, here, Sir, I 
am not trying to support the idea given a few 
days back by Shri Jayaprakash Narayan that 
because the verdict of the people in the 
elections t0 Parliament was different, the 
Assemblies also should be dissolved. In this, 
Sir, I am with the Prime Minister, Shri Morarji 
Desai, whose view is that the Constitution 
should be allowed to run in its own way and 
whatever is inherent in the Constitution should 
be allowed to work. I also feel that if the 
people have given a particular verdict in 
favour of the Janata Party in Parliament, the 
people themselves should judge the Janata 
Party's performance for a few months and let 
the elections have their own course, and let the 
elections come when they must if the Janata 
Party is able to get the Bill regarding the 
reduction of the term from six to five years 
passed on which I stand with the Janata Party. 
Sir, our party opposed this aspect of the 42nd 
Amendment Bill itself. So, that is well and 
good. But if we are to follow constitutional 
ways, then we must be very much careful 
about them. What I am just now saying is this: 
I would like to request Mr. Advani to apply 
his mind to this fact that Parliament should 
extend this right to the Legislative Assemblies 
also because what is inherent in the 
Constitution applies to the Legislative 
Assemblies also since their MLAs and their 
Ministers and their Governments are as much 
responsible in their sphere 

of functioning to the people who have elected 
them as we are responsible to those people 
who have elected us. 

Then Sir I only want to come back to my 
point, that is, the circumstances in which Shri 
Feroze Gandhi felt impelled to bring forward 
this Bill and the circumstances were like this: 
The PTI's man, Mr. Rama-chandran, 
appearing before the Press Commission of 
those day went on to say that the Constitution 
did not give a right to him to report truthfully 
the proceedings of Parliament. As the 
honourable Minister has pointed out, in this 
Bill also, Sir, there is no unlimited right given 
and there are three limitations, that is, 
whatever, is reported is substantially true, 
whatever is reported is free from malice and 
whatever is reported is for the public good. 
So, with these three provisions this Bill had to 
be brought forward and so long as this Bill 
was not there, the views of the monopolies in 
this country and the influence of the 
governmental agencies in this country were 
brought to bear on the newspapers to black 
out whatever was said for the good of the 
public. Sir, I will not go into all the details 
now. But, even at that stage, Mr. Feroze 
Gandhi explained how the debates were not 
reflected, how the Press Commission or the 
debate about it was not at all reflected 
properly in the Press and so on. He also 
mentioned a specific instance relating to the 
15th of March debate of this House—he was 
in the other House—in which it had been 
brought out that there was a leakage of the 
budgetary proposals because of which the 
Birlas were able to unload a lot of shares in 
the Indian Iron Co. at Calcutta and Bombay 
and the papers were not able to carry this. I 
am only making a brief point that 'the thing 
that called for the introduction of this Bill was 
that certain influences, certain monopolists, 
could keep the Press out of the black deeds 
that they did and they could keep out the 



 

mentioning or these things by Parlia 
ment also because the proceedings of 
Parliament could not be published. 
Now, it is to be seen as to how it 
came about that whatever was done 
by the father wa<j undone by the son, 
how it came about that what was 
adopted in 1956 by Parliament 
unanimously, for which the great 
Jawaharlal Nehru gave his consent 
and for which he called the Minister 
to help Mr. Feroze Gandhi to formu 
late the Bill was undone and Mr. 
Feroze Gandhi...............  

SHRI MOHAMMAD YUNUS SA-LEEM: 
He was not there then in Parliament. 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: He 
was exercising the remote control and 
you friends are speaking now in a 
different tone. You were speaking 
differently earlier because of the pre 
dominant remote control exercised by 
that person in the Congress and else 
where.    So, don't say that to me __________  
(Interruptions). So, please do not 
interrupt me like that. I am very 
glad that you all have spoken differ 
ently now. I was also a person here 
when that Bill was put on the Statute 
Book. Therefore, let us be honest at 
least in this Parliament. I would 
only like to ask where these Mem 
bers were last year. Where were you 
all last year that you come out with 
these things now? Sir, I am glad and 
I congratulate them because they are 
liberating themselves now. I congra 
tulate them that after the people 
have defeated the man from Amethi 
__ (Interruptions) ........... 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: I am very 
glad that my friend has raised this point. 
Although I have promised to Mr. Bahuguna 
not to raise these things, but I will tell my 
friend; Yes, the CPI supported the 
emergency, and the CPI analysed certain 
provisions.... (Interruptions.) 

I would ask my friend not to interrupt.   I will 
take care of him. The CPI is in the good 
company of Shri Jagjivan Ram, who is sitting 
on the Treasury Benches,  in supporting the 
emergency.   But I will ask my friend: Which 
was    the    Bill    or     measure brought 
forward in this    Parliament by the ruling 
Congress,    which was against the people, that 
had not been opposed by us?    The emergency 
was declared on the 25th June.   And I am 
going    to quote    something.   Some of the 
things were blancked out by censorship  during  
the  emergency.    The emergency was declared 
on the 25th of June.    On the    24th August,    
the General  Secretary of the  Communist Party 
of India, Shri Rajeshwara Rao, made a 
statement strongly protesting against the  
demolition    of houses in Delhi for the sake    
of the so-called beautification.   Within two 
months we came   out.    And   after  that we  
have a very honourable record in this Par-
liament.    We,  at  every occasion,  opposed 
every measure that was wrong. One proof Is 
the speech of the leader of  my  group,  Shri  
Bhupesh    Gupta, made    in this very House,    
when it was  sought  to  repeal this  Act.  That 
speech is on the record of the Rajya Sabha.    
Here,  apart from  going into the arguments, 
Shri Bhupesh    Gupta also in this House    
appealed    to the good   sense   of  the  Prime    
Minister, made  an  emotional    appeal, that for 
the sake of perpetuating the memory of the 
great Mr. Feroze Gandhi, she should please take 
back this measure. And  I am told that when 
this measure    was    introduced    in  the    Lok 
Sabha,  earlier on that occasion  Shri 
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[Shri Jagjit Singh Anand] Bhupesh Gupta 
wrote a letter to the Prime Minister and the 
Prime Minister was good enough to call a 
meeting of the Law Minister and senior 
officials and the Prime Minister mooted that 
this Bill should be withdrawn. ... 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA; Om 
Mehta says he also told her to with 
draw the Bill _____ (Interruptions) 

SHRI OM MEHTA (Jammu and Kashmir): 
No, no. 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: He 
also was at that meeting. If the 
Prime Minister had considered the 
letter of Shri Bhupesh Gupta, if a 
special meeting was called after intro 
duction of the Bill in the Lok Sabha, 
that would have been better. Even 
Shri Om Mehta, who was a very im 
portant Minister—Minister of Parlia 
mentary Affairs—and other such peo- 
fple were for withdrawal. Then, I 
want to ask my friend, who were the 
people who compelled the Prime Min 
ister to go ahead with bringing for 
ward this Bill, repealing the great 
Act of Parliament of 1956, if they 
were not the people called the cau 
cus? __ (Time Bell rings). 

Sir, there were three speakers of 
my party, whose time------------  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI LO- 
KANATH MISRA): Your party has 
two speakers ...........(Interruptions). 

SHRI JAGJTT SINGH ANAND: Please let 
me go on. Now, I want to point out that this 
Bill was brought forward by Mr. Feroze 
Gandhi, because he was fighting the multi-na-
tionals, he was fighting the Birlas, he was 
fighting the Dalmia Jains and all that. And this 
Bill was sought to be repealed by his son 
because he was in the company of these Birlas 
and Dalmias and others. Who does not know 
Sagar Suri, who does not know Manu Narang, 
who does not know how  K.  K.  Birla  was  
sought  to  be 

brought into this House with the support of 
these people? You know as well as anybody 
knows that.... 

SHRI SARDAR AMJAD ALI (West 
Bengal):   Sir.... (Interruptions). 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: My good 
friend—I would not like to name him here—
after the Gauhati Congress said:  Congress   is 
dead,    Long 
Live    the    Youth    Congress______ (Jnter- 
ruptions). 

SHRI SARDAR AMJAD ALI: I am 
thankful to my friend, Mr. Jagjit Singh Anand, 
when he says that he is very happy that the 
Congressmen are liberated from the old ideas. 
Sir, we are also equally happy to see that they 
are liberated from the hold of the Congress.... 
(Interruptions). 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: The 
Communist Party is a party which believes in 
being openly self-critical. The Communist 
Party is on record, when we met in' the 
National Council, that when the negative 
features of the emergency began to dominate, 
when we demanded that there should be fresh 
elections, when we opposed the extension of 
term to six years by a constitutional 
amendment, at that moment we should have 
demanded the withdrawal of emergency also. 
If the Congress friends sit together and 
announce that they have acknowledged that a 
caucus was operating and they are going to 
liberate themselves from that caucus, we will 
be in good company and I would welcome 
that. 

Coming back to the Bill, it ls clear that both 
the Bills, the Prevention of Publication of 
Objectionable Matter Bill, were introduced 
because the perpetrators of the emergency 
wanted that the emergency should continue in 
certain fields and when the emergency was not 
there, they wanted some of the draconlan 
powers of the emergency to continue. What, 
they did during the emergency, they wanted to 
do in the future also. I will just give you some 
instances out of 
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hundreds of -what they did. I am juoting just 
4 or 5 instances of what was killed by the 
censor. 

"Mid-January 1976—Walk out in Rajya 
Sabha on Bonus Bill—This item should be 
banned." 

They took away the bonus of the working 
classes. We walked out in protest from the 
opposition benches and a dictate was issued 
that this walk-out from the Rajya Sabha 
should be banned. 

"All reports on Tulmohan's case (that 
notorious case) should be censored." 

"Rajya Sabha Starred Question No. 60 
on Philip Petroleum International 
Corporation should be banned." 

This is how the multi-nationals were being 
cultivated. This is how the nationally-accepted 
policies were being subverted. Ground was 
being prepared for accepting commissions 
from the multi-nationals. 

"Lok Sabha Supplementary Question No. 
133 on' generation of nuclear power not to 
be used. Banned." 

April, 1976 (I want my friend, Shri 
Amjad Ali's attention). Raje-shwar Rao's 
speech In Bhopal banned. 

No criticism of family planning 
programme to go. This is April, 1976. 

I am inviting you to go back to April 1976 
when you were under the influence of the 
caucus. 

Sanjay Gandhi walked out of a function 
held in his honour. No report or pictures to 
be published. Banned. 

As the youngster could not keep his temper 
and he misbehaved the people  were  
prevented     from   knowing 

about his real calibre. He walked out and the 
pictures of the walk-out were banned. 

28th of April, 1976. Only Sama-char to 
be used on the Prime Minister's statement in 
Lok Sabha on law and order situation in 
Bihar Imagine even the Prime Minister's 
statement is sought to be filtered through 
Samachar, which was nothing but the hand-
maid of the caucus. The Prime Minister's 
own statement in the House is sought to be 
pre-cen-sored in this manner. 

Report of interception of a car on Tilak 
Marg,  New Delhi banned. 

When you go into the excesses of the 
emergency, Mr. Charan Singh, the Home 
Minister, will be able to enlighten us who was 
the owner of that car, who were travelling in 
that car and why that car was intercepted on 
the Tilak Marg. 

Reports on Booing scandul to be 
precensored. Now the Boeing story will come 
out into the open. 

Speech of Mrs. Ambika Soni and Joshi 
at the AICC should not be used. For Prime 
Minister's speech, please take the Samachar 
copy as model. 

They held a session in Gauhati. They held a 
pre-session also. A speech was made by the 
leader at the A.I.C.C. The instruction are 
issued that the Samachar version should be 
used. Mr. Bahuguna was a victin of that. The 
Communist Party regrets that the Communist 
Party should have started the revolt when Mr. 
Bahuguna was thrown out because of his good 
deeds. But on this, the country knows and Shri 
Bahuguna at least knows more. Anyway, Sir, 
the other item was. "With immediate effect all 
stories, comments and reports relating to inter-
party rivalries within the Congress and 
between the Youth Congress and the All-India 
Congress should not be used", using the 
machinery of  the   emergency,   using     the 
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LShri Jagjit Singh Anand] machinery of 
Samachar and pre-cen-sorship to ban all this.    
Then, Sir, I will just go to the other points. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): I request you to wind 
up. Your Party is entitled to 15 minutes. 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: Sir, I was 
told that there are only three speakers and the 
time allotted is two hours. 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA); No, no. The total 
allotted time is two hours and your Party is 
entitled to 15 minutes. But I have given you 20 
minutes. You can kindly wind up within tow 
or three minutes. 

SHRI JAGJIT SINGH ANAND: Sir, I did 
not know that my time is over but I would 
hurry up with my points because I was earlier 
told that at least this time I will get a proper 
opportunity. Shri Bhupesh Gupta was to speak 
on the first Bill and I was given the time to 
speak on the second Bill. 

What I would say is now that the Old Bill is 
being withdrawn, I would draw the pointed 
attention of Mr. Advani, who himself is a very 
experienced journalist, to some of the things. 
One of the things that must be guarded against 
is the sycophants and lip-stickers who go and 
haag around the power as the flies hang around 
sugar or gur. The very people who are building 
up Mr. Sanjay Gandhi are now trying to build 
up other people and they should be careful 
about them. Then, Sir, what I want to say is 
about Samachar itself. I would say regarding 
radio and television, is yet the only change has 
been—that Samachar, radio and the television 
were not being objective and were serving one 
master. Now they have tried to serve another 
master which master promised that they would 
not 

like Samachar or the radio or tne television to 
be captive and used in the narrow party 
Interests of the ruling party when they were 
fighting the ruling party. I would request Mr. 
Advani—I have been carefully following this 
media—to see that at least Samachar reports 
whatever is said in this House in a fairly 
objective manner and whoever may say it, 
whether it is from the Treasury Benches or 
from the Congress Benches or from any other 
opposition benches. I would request him to 
please go into it and exercise some control so 
that those people who are running Samachar 
get themselves rid of their old cobwebs that 
are still dominating them. 

Then, Sir, certain other points also need 
immediate attention. Shri Advani has referred 
to the question of monopoly houses and small 
newspapers. Regarding small newspapers, I 
have a small point to make because mine is a 
small newspaper. Now that you have give us 
the right to report the Parliamentary 
proceedings, I would say that the question of 
accre. ditation specially to the small news-
papers should be re-examined. I am not for 
taking away accreditation from the big 
newspapers. But the accreditation policy 
should be weighted in favour of those small 
newspapers who have been in existence for a 
fairly long time and daily papers or language 
papers and newspapers that go directly to the 
masses. And apart from general accreditation 
to the correspondents of such newspapers, one 
thing more should be done. There are small 
papers whose editors or whose readers are 
interested in a specific session of the 
Parliament on a specific occasion'. They want 
to rush their special reporter to come all the 
way, say from Jullundur, to report the 
proceedings of Parliament on a particular 
occasion or a particular debate. So, temporary 
cards or short-term cards for those specific jobs 
should be given. And I would request Mr. 
Advani to consider favourably the issuing of     
these cards. 
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Then, Sir, what I want to say is this. The last 
item that was prevented was the news report 
regarding the judgment in the case of the 
Dalmia-Jains. They took so many years to 
prepare a report. There was a* case going on. 
Ultimately the guilty were found, the guilty were 
to be punished. The punishment was awarded. 
But this authority was used to see that it was not 
reported. But this authority is not available after 
the emergency. But the ownership by the 
(Dalmias of the "Times of India", the ownership 
by the Tatas of the 'Statesman', the ownership of 
by Mr. Goenka of the i- Tndian Express', this 
ownership will be used repeatedly as an invisible 
hand of censor. First of all you must take up the 
question of ensuring the rights of editor 
journalists and working journalists and non-
working journalists also as a prelude to the 
setting up of a proper new machinery for 
delinking the Press so that they can reflect upon 
themselves arid reflect upon the situation in the 
country truly and honestly from now onwards for 
finding a short-term media in which the 
representatives of the editors, the working 
journalists and the non-working journalists can 
bring to the notice of the Government, or Shri 
Advani's notice, the difficulties that they are 
experiencing from day to day because of a new 
policy not being laid down yet, on account of 
which the freedom of the Press is the freedom of 
the monopolists and not the freedom of the 
journalists or the freedom of the profession. With 
these words, I thank you, Sir, and I hope that 
Shri Advani would be congratulated for the 
prompt way in which he has brought up this Bill 
for the consideration of the House. I hope he will 
bear in mind the suggestions that I have made. 

SHRI HAMID ALI SCHAMNAD (Kerala): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, let me also 
congratulate Shri Advani for introducing this 
Bill. This Bill intends to undo what has been 
done by the previous Government. Actually, 
this Bill is intended to protect 

the publication of reports and proceedings of 
Parliament. By this measure more protection 
is also given to the Members of Parliament. 
Our Parliament is considered to be the 
supreme legislative body of the land. Nobody 
disputes that. Everybody in this country, 
Members of the ruling Janata party as well as 
Members of the opposition parties, including 
the Congress Party, agrees that Parliament is 
the supreme legislative body of the country. 
As such, the proceedings of Parliament should 
be published as they are. This freedom was 
taken away during the emergency. It is our ex-
perience today that even those Members of the 
Congress Party who have supported this Bill 
today were keeping mum when this freedom 
was taken away. At that time they did not 
raise their voice, they did not raise their little 
finger, when this law was passed by the 
previous Government. 

Sir, the voters in this country have got every 
right to know what is going on' in Parliament. 
They send their representatives to the Houses 
of Parliament and they have got every right to 
know what their representatives speak here. 
They should know all that sitting in their 
villages, while working on their farms and in 
their small shops. They should read, through 
their newspapers what their representatives 
have said in Parliament. If what the Members 
speak here is not published in newspapers, 
that is certainly against democracy itself. For 
example, if we speak anything against 
hoarders, black-marketeers or smugglers, 
definitely newspapers will not publish unless 
they have got protection. Otherwise, they 
would be dragged on to the courts of law. We 
the Members of Parliament and many of the 
Press people are poor people aad we cannot 
afford to fight these matters in a court of law. 
This Bill, therefore, gives welcome protection 
to us. And, I congratulate the Janata 
Government for having kept up its promise of 
introducing such a Bill as early as possible. It 
is, however, regretful to note that people who 
were 
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fighting for maintaining democratic principles 
and democratic rights did not oppose the 
measure when these rights were being taken 
away, just because they happened to belong to 
the Congress party. I remember very well, Sir, 
that it is they who voiced their support and 
said that there was nothing bad in that Bill. 
What they actually said was: It is for the Press 
to publish and take the risk. That is what was 
said. I remember very well the occasion when 
the Speaker convened a meeting of the leaders 
of all the political parties, the Jana Sangh, the 
Congress 'O', the B.L.D. and others. The 
demand of the leaders of the political parties 
was that whatever they spoke in Parliament 
should be known to the people. Shri Om 
Mehta was also there. That was their main 
demand. They said that on that condition they 
would attend the sessions of Parliament. This 
was one of the demands made to the Speaker 
of the Lok Sabha, who convened the meeting, 
by the leaders of the political parties. The 
C.P.I, leaders rightly joined in the demand 
made by other opposition leaders and asked 
the Home Minister to publish the proceed? 

5 P.M. 

Then, the Home Minister said: 

"We will have to discuss with the Prime 
Minister; I cannot give you any guarantee." 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: We will discuss 
amongst ourselves, not with the Prime 
Minister but with somebody else. 

SHRI HAMID ALI SCHAMNAD: Then, I 
also remember, Shri Om Mehta said: "Press 
people could publish it; we have no objection. 
Only thing is, they should take the risk." That 
is how they were saying. Anyhow, Sir, at least 
now they have come to their senses. I am glad 
to know it. I congratulate the hon. Minister for 
having introduced this Bill. At the same time I 
appeal to Samachar people that when they 
publish    the    proceedings,    they 

should see that the speeches of other Members 
are also given some importance in the Press. 
The ruling party should give due importance 
to the speeches of other Members also. Defi-
nitely, the Prime Minister should get priority; 
no doubt about it. Home Minister should get 
that priority and the leader of the opposition 
should also get priority that he deserves. So 
also, other leaders of the political parties are 
there. Taking the quantity of the members 
alone may not be the criterion. The quality of 
the speech should also be taken and that 
should also reach the voters so that they also 
know what their representatives have spoken 
in Parliament. 

With these words, Sir, I conlude with 
hearty thanks to the honourable Shri Advani     
for     introducing     this  Bill. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE (Maharashtra): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, this is a Bill which is 
highly welcome. But, as was pointed out by 
the earlier speakers and my friend, Mr. Anand, 
this is not complete in itself. It may be useful 
in the year 1956 but there is no protection 
given to proceedings of Assemblies, 
Metropolitan Councils and other elected 
bodies under this Bill. I do not think the 
intention of the Bill is only to give protection 
to the Parliamentary proceedings and to 
nothing else. Therefore, Sir, there is also the 
need to have a re-thinking and to bring about 
amendments or a further type of legislation to 
give protection to the pro-: ceedings of all 
bodies which are elected bodies strike the 
Assemblies, Metropolitan Councils and other. 

Sir, another aspect is very important in this 
respect that this Bill gives, protection if 
something is published without malice or if it 
is published for the public good. But it is 
defamatory, if the individual is criticised 
without any facts or without any base or if 
there is a vindictive speech in the Parliament 
and it is published in the Press, the individual 
citizen who elects that representative who 
gave the speech, is without a remedy.   He 
can- 



 

not file a case for defamation because the law 
protects it. Some method has to be found out for 
accurate reporting. As the Press Commission 
has said there must be effective control on 
scurrilous writing. I do not want to read it out 
but I will only draw the attention of the hon. 
Members to page 39, para 109 of the Press 
Commission's Report, Part I. I shall read only 
one sentence: 

"While it is necessary for the Press to 
develop so as to meet the needs of the 
country, it is also essential that effective 
checks should exist against publications of 
this character." 

And it is further stated: 

"We have examined a number of 
instances of such objectionable writing that 
were brought to our notice but they had to 
refrain from reproducing extracts for this 
reason among others that a number of them 
are quite unprintable." 

Sir, it is possible.    Therefore,    if    the 
proceedings are to be given protection, I think, 
Sir, some via media has to be found out for 
giving further protection to the citizens so that 
the citizens are not unnecessarily defamed and 
do not come under trouble and  are not dis-
reputed.    There are two things which are very 
essential for the effective implementation of this 
legislation. There must be fair reporting.    In  
this connection, I would again like to say that 
this  is very necessary.    But  we    see that in a 
number of places, relatives are appointed   as  
journalists  who   do   not have journalistic     
qualifications     and who are not trained in 
journalism. In this connection, I would suggest 
to the hon.   Minister   to   improve  the   higher 
education facilities in journalism in the various 
universities.    If  this is done if    qualifications     
are    prescribed,    ii courses in journalism at the 
graduate and the post-graduate levels are intro-
duced in the various universities and i 

cadre of    journalists is created, there will  be 
higher standards in  reporting and there will be 
fair reporting. Therefore, the first  question  
which is very important is higher education.      
There should  be  right     type  of journalistic 
courses  in the  various universities in India.   
Therefore, I would suggest that this question  
should be  reviewed  and there should  be post-
graduate courses in journalism so that    the 
journalists would not only be able to get higher 
wages   in   terms   of   the   Wage   Board 
recommendations, but talented    people would 
also be attracted to the profession.   One of the 
main hurdles in    the way of fair reporting is 
that talented people  are not  attracted  to  this  
profession.    Sir, I come from Nagpur.    I had 
a friend, late Mr. Medkholkar, who was the 
editor of 'Tarun Bharat'. But such persons are 
very few.   Many people do not take up this 
career.   Therefore, these two things are 
necessary. 

In   regard   to   the   freedom   of   the Press, it 
has been rightly stated that there should be 
diffusion of ownership. In  this   connection,   I  
would  like    to invite the attention of the hon. 
Minister to the very important recommendation 
of the Press Commission.   This is on page 498, 
paragraphs 1367 and 1368, about diffusion of 
ownership and newspaper trusteeship.    One of 
the recommendations is that the employees 
working in those places, in the newspaper 
journalists   or  non-journalists,   should be given 
a share in the ownership of the newspapers.    If 
this is not done, there will be no    involvement.    
Now, they  are  required to report  whatever the  
owner of the newspaper dictates It will not be 
censorship by the Government.    It will be 
censorship by the newspaper.    This is the only 
difference it will make.    Therefore, Sir, in order 
to have contented journalists, the hon. Minister 
should see that there is proper implementation of 
the Wage Board recommendations and    the 
various laws connected with the journalists.    I    
am very sorry to say that many newspapers \      
have not implemented the First Wage I      Board 
or and the Second Wage Board 
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recommendations. Working journalists are not 
issued appointment ciders. They are not 
classified into d:fferent categories. The 
services of a large number of journalists are 
terminated summarily and without any show 
cause notice. I would not say this about all the 
newspapers in general. But many newspapers 
have not implemented the recommendations. 
There.is one newspaper published from 
Nagpur. It is also published from Indore, 
Bhopal, Jabalpur and Raipur. The manage-
ment of this newspaper have not implemented 
the recommendations of the Wage Board. In 
this connection, I would quote para 43 of the 
Award of Industrial Tribunals Nagpur, at page 
1881 of the Maharashtra Government Gazette 
dated the 3rd March, 1977. It says: 

"Now, it is an admitted position that Nav 
Bharat is a leading Daily Hindi newspaper, 
published from Nagpur. Nav Bharat is 
owned by a partnership firm, registered in 
the year 1960 or 1961. Shri Ramgopalji 
Maheshwari and his three sons— Prakash, 
Prafulla and Vinod are the four partners of 
this firm. Besides Nagpur, Nav Bharat is 
also published from Raipur, Jabalpur, 
Indore and Bhopal. The circulation of Nav 
Bharat, Nagpur, is about 20,000 copies. It 
would appear that Nav Bharat is a leading 
Hindi Daily in Central India. Nav Bharat is 
established on a sound footing and earned 
reputation and it has a bright future before 
it. It is indeed unfortunate that such a 
popular and influential newspaper 
establishment should not have cared to 
implement the recommendations of the 
Working Journalists Wage Committee and 
the Wage Board  for  Working  Journalists." 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): Mr. Dhabe, even 
though the implementation of the Wage Board 
recommendation is very important, but on this 
occasion probably it is not very relevant. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: It has been stated 
here that fair reporting is necessary. I am only 
saying that for fair reporting contented 
working journalists class is also very 
necessary. The working journalists  should 
have fair deal. 
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AN HON. MEMBER: He expects his point 
of view to be reported in the press. 

SHRI S. W. DHABE: Sir, the working 
journalists are not given a fair deal. 
The Management is there. There are 
two hurdles and unless these two 
hurdles are overcome there will be no 
improvement. There is an instance of 
Mrs. Alva whose speech was not re 
ported by some of the press. There 
are many other instances. Therefore, 
we have to see that the working 
journalists, who are working in the 
press, are independent and are in a 
position to report properly and faith 
fully.  

I would like to suggest that in this whole 
discussion, the terms "fair reporting" and 
"public board" are very flexible. Ultimately, 
the Government is going to have control 
through advertisements. I would only say that 
in cases where the parliamentary proceedings 
are not fairly reported, the Government 
should not give them advertisements. 
Advertisements should be used as an 
economic constraint for them. It should be 
used rigorously so that the proceedings of 
Parliament are published in all newspapers. 
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SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: I will be very 
glad if your Congress leaders said that Mr. 
Bahuguna was the victim of emergency. 

SHRI HARSH DEO MALAVIYA (Uttar 
Pradesh): You should 'lot have said it. An 
intelligent person like you should have no 
doubt about it. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: As in the case of 
the first Bill, here too I have received support 
from all sections of the House, for which I am 
deeply grateful, and there have been no 
reservations at all. It is the unanimous opinion 
in this House and one which reflects the 
opinion outside that our members of the press 
who are seated in the gallery above should 
never feel any hesitation or fear in reporting 
what we talk here, what we discuss here so 
long as their reports are substantially accurate, 
so long as their reports are not actuated by 
malice and so long as their reports are for the 
public good. So, on the main point of the Bill, 
the thrust of the Bill, there is complete 
unanimity. Some points were made in the 
course of the debate to which I would briefly 
refer. Several Members referred to the need of 
fair coverage of parliamentary proceedings by 
All India Radio and television. I would try to 
ensure that there is ccmplete fairness and 
objectivity, although I have a feeling that very 
many times misgivings about the coverage 
arise from the fact that they are supposed to be 
not complete, which is always difficult. When 
proceedings extending over six hours and over 
more than a dozen subjects are sought to be 
compressed within five minutes or ten 
minutes. . . 

 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: The writers or 
the journalists, who do these reviews, are 
after all the persons mostly 

from the press and they are faced with the 
problem and they sometimes seek the 
Government's advice also as to how best to 
tackle it. Otherwise what happens is that in 
order to mention all the people who have 
participated in the debates, it just becomes a 
narration of several names that so and so, so 
and so also spoke without putting the whole 
report in a focus. This is a practical problem. 
But I would like to see that at least there is no 
complaint on grounds of unfairness and there 
is objectivity in the coverage of the 
parliamentary proceedings. 

ceedings cation)  Bill, 1977 

Another point was made about the 
accreditation of press correspondents. It does 
not arise directly from the Bill at all. 
However, it is an important matter. During the 
last 20 months, several journalists, many of 
them of long-standing repute, had been dis-
accredited. By now some revision has been 
going on. The function of accreditation vests 
mainly with the Central Press Accreditation 
Committee. I can only say at this stage that 
the Government's policy would be to base the 
system of accreditation solely on professional 
and non-political considerations. It is 
proposed to re-constitute the Central Press 
Accreditation Committee and it will be that 
Committee which will go into the entire 
matter again. For example, a suggestion was 
made by my friend, Mr. J. S. An and that 
representatives of small journals should be 
given part-time accreditation cards. When he 
referred to part-time accreditation cards, he 
had Parliament in view. This does not come 
within the purview of the Government. It is 
the Accreditation Committee of Parliament 
which governs the accreditation within 
Parliament House and the Press Galleries on 
its own. That is not within the sphere of the 
Government. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Somehow or 
other, the representatives of small newspapers 
find it difficult to send their people to the 
Press Galleries. Some ways and means should 
be found so that they are in a position also, 
other things being acceptable, to 
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send their  representatives to    cover 
parliamentary proceedings. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I am aware of 
their problem, having been myself at one time 
a representative of a small journal. The 
weeklies, particularly, have a problem, which 
I am aware of. But this is not within the 
purview of the Government. It is for the 
Speaker and the Accreditation Committee of 
Parliament to consider this. One of the 
problems is the problem of space. It is a 
constraint on space. But till now, I can tell this 
House, that out of a toal number of 49 
pressmen whose accreditation had been 
cancelled during the Emergency, we have* 
clearly issued orders for restoring the accre-
ditation of 16 pressmen. This is in anticipation 
of the decision of the Committee, which, 
under the rules, will have to approve of the 
action. 

There is one more important point that was 
made by my    friend,    Mr. J.  S. Anand that 
this matter should be extended to Assemblies 
also.      I may point out that when Shri Fe'roze 
Gandhi sponsored  this  Bill,  the Bill was 
titled.   The Proceedings of Legislatures   
(Protection   of    Publication) Bill,  1956, and 
the Bill was referred to  a  Select  Committee.   
That  Select Committee      recommended—
and      I quote:     "The Committee are of opi-
nion  that  the provisions  of the  Bill should be 
confined to reports of proceedings  of  either  
House  of Parliament only and that it should 
be left to the States to enact, if they so think 
fit, similar laws concerning the publication  of 
reports of proceedings  of the State 
Legislatures."   This was the recommendation    
made by the Joint Select   Committee   of  
Parliament   on this issue.   And in pursuance 
of that, the immunity, so far as this Parliament 
is concerned, was provided only to  the  two 
Houses    of    Parliament. Subsequently, some 
of the legislatures have enacted parallel  
Statutes    providing immunity to their own 
press- 

men.   So I feel that the present provision is 
sufficient enough. 

Sir,  I have nothing more to    say except that 
India is proud of its history  of Press  freedom.    
Ever  since Independence,   India   has   been   
reckoned    as    among   those    countries 
which have a remarkably free Press. Among the 
developing countries, perhaps there will be a 
very few comparisons.     But even in   the    
whole world  wei have  had  a    very    high 
reputation all through and it is only on   the    
26th    of   June>    1975    that suddenly this 
reputation came under an eclips.   And on that 
when censorship was clapped on the press, a 
gag order  that  was  unprecedented  even 
during  the  British rule    came    into force,   
people  were  not   allowed    to publish even 
the facts that eminent leaders like  Shri 
Jayaprakash Nara-yan,    Shri    Morarjibhai    
Desai   and others had been arrested.   Thirty or 
thirty-five   Members    of   Parliament were  
arrested   but   their  names  also could not be    
published.   Then    we had a series of laws and 
a series of constitutional amendments which 
virtually made the freedom of the press 
absolutely meaningless in this country.   I am 
very glad and feel gratified that  this     
Parliament  itself  is   now trying to undo all    
that    was    done then,  and doing it    with    
unanimity not doing it in a manner as to show 
that this determination to restore the full 
freedom of the press is not the determination    
merely of one    party but that it is the nation's 
determination to do so.   Therefore, I am very 
much  gratified that  all of you have lent full 
support to this Bill.   Thank you, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is: 

"That the Bill to protect the publication 
of reports 0f proceedings of Parliament, as 
passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken into 
consideration." 

The motion was adopted.        > 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): We shall now take up 
clause' by clause consideration of the Bill. In 
clause 2 there is an amendment by Shri 
Bhupesh Gupta. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Sir, I move: 

"That at page 1, line 15, after the word 
'Parliament', the words 'or a State 
Legislature', be inserted." 

Sir, I do not wish to say much 
because ft seems that it is not accep 
table at this s^age. He is quite right 
when he pointed out that Mr. Feroze 
Gandhi, my good friend, proposed 
that it should extend to the State 
Legislatures also. In fact, at that 
time, if I may say so—I do not know 
whether you were here—Mr. Feroze 
Gandhi and I were in mutual consul 
tation on this matter and we were 
discussing it almost from day to day, 
and we felt very strongly that Par 
liament should provide for immunity 
to the press in respect the proceed 
ings of the State Legislatures also. 
But unfortunately it was not accep 
table to the majority of the members. 
r If you read Mr. Feroze Gandhi's 
speech, you will find that he was not 
happy about it, that the scope of the 
measure       was       not pcceptahle 

to      the majority      of the 
members of the Select Committee. So I think 
that Mr, Advani should have improved upon 
it. Today the mood of the country is sueh, 
experience has been taken so bitter, that if 
you been included this you would have been 
hailed by the people of the country as the 
champion of the spirit and the desire of the 
entire people of the country. The State 
Legislatures, of course, can do it by 
themselves but they have not done it, for 
whatever reason it is. Parliament is dealing 
with this vital question and I think we could 
have done it here. 
Ii8 RS—6 

bir, in this connection i should HKe 
to say only one thing more. Many 
things are being divulged now and I 
would divulge one thing. When the 
original 1956 Act was sought to be 
repealed in this House, apart from 
the personal appeal that I made to 
the Prime Minister, I went to the 
Congress President, Mr. 
Borooah, who was a Member of this House at 
that time. He sympathised with me. He was in 
favour of preserving the' Feroze Gandhi Act 
and many Congress Members also wanted the 
Feroze Gandhi Act to remain. But who cares 
for them? Some people decided that it must 
go. Mr. Advani may call whatever I say 
ironical. But it is ironical that the Feroze 
Gandhi Act was butchered by the people who 
should have been the last to butcher it. This is 
the tragic part of it. Even that part I made 
known to the appropriate quarter in the hope 
that some emotional chord will be touched, 
but nothing was touched. 

Sir, I am not saying in this case that if 
somebody wants to destroy it, he will not be 
dissuaded. Many Congress Members wanted 
that it should remain. I can tell' you that there 
was a feeling of sentiment, 3 feeling of 
emotion. Mr. Borooah was a frined of Mr. 
Feroze Gandhi. I was a friend of Mr. Feroze 
Gandhi for many years in England. We two 
particularly felt that this Act should not be 
repealed, but then some people, flesh of his 
flesh and blood of his blood, as you may call 
it, decided to commit a fratricidal act. That 
was done. Memory was destroyed by the act 
of some persons, so much so that I may 
inform you that the Law Minister was called 
and asked to do it. Shri Om Mehta—he has 
gone away—even went and pleaded that it 
should not be done, but he was not even 
listened to. Whatever may be his other 
involvements, as far as I know, he also went 
there to plead that this Act should not be 
repealed. But he was not listened to. Anyway, 
Sir, today it has fallen to Mr. Advani to  
revive the  Feroze     Gandhi    Act, 
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while it was left to other people to destroy it. 
Well, this is a paradox of history—not merely 
ironical—and we welcome this thing. The 
only thing I should like to say is that if the 
State Legislatures had been included it would 
have been very good. But I never thought that 
so soon we would be in a position to restore 
the right of Parliament proceedings to be re-
ported in the manner in which this Bill 
provides for- We are a11 verv happy for this one act 
of asserting the supermacy of Parliament. 
When the supremacy of Parliament was being 
debated, a measure was brought forward to 
repeal the Act which added to the dignity of 
Parliament, to the scope of its relation with 
the masses. We are very glad that today we 
have done it. 

Sir( I will move the amendment, but I will 
not press it to vote because I know Mr. 
Advani, in principle, is not against it. I would 
request him to bring it to the notice of the 
State Legislatures, or the Government, so that 
they might consider passing such a  measure. 

The  question was proposed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): Do you still press 
your amendment? 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Yes. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is: 

"That at Page 1, line 15, after the word 
'Parliament', the words 'or a State 
Legislature' be inserted." 

The motion was negatived. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is: 

"That clause 2 stand part of the Bill." 

The motion    was    adopted. 

Clause 2 was added to the Bill. 

Clauses 3 and 4 ufere added to the Bill. 

Clause 1—Short title, extent and 
commencement. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:     Sir,    I 
move: 

1. "That at page 1, line 7-8, for the 
words and figures "the 25th day of March, 
1977" the words "the day on which the Act 
was repealed" be substituted.' 

Sir, this amendment speaks for itself. Mr. 
Advani, being a journalist himself, should 
have shown a little originality in this matter, 
because he is giving this Bill retrospective 
effect. It is not as if it will come into force 
when the President gives his assent tomorrow 
or the day after. He wants to bring it into effect 
from the 25th of March, 1977. Today it is the 
9th of April, 1977. A good thing you have 
done, but you should have gone a little further 
back. What I feel is that if it was made 
effective from the date on which the Act was 
repealed, that have been a moral blow to these 
people. I do not know why you missed this 
thing. Sometimes, you should consult us. You 
would have lost nothing. I am sure you would 
have accepted it if the other House was there 
in session. This is why I say that we would not 
have allowed this Bill off the Statute Book for 
a single day, and whatever had happened 
during that period, the period from the date 
when it was repealed till the 25th of March, 
1977 would also have been protected. 

SHRI SUNDER SINGH BHANDARI 
(Uttar Pradesh): That would be forgetting 
history, Sir. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: This is only an 
amendment which has some practical 
implication, but it is a moral amendment, and 
I do not know, being 
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a very intelligent man, why Mr. 
Advani missed this opportunity to 
"put this in this form: I just 
cannot understand. Mr. Advani, I 
thought you would do that. If you 
had talked to me, I would have sug 
gested you to put it like that. Any 
how, Sir, I am moving jt also because 
I do not want it to go on record that 
any 0f us in this sphere wanted 
Feroze Gandhi to be dead even for a 
single moment. This should have 
taken effect from the moment he was 
slaughtered.       

The question was proposed. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI: I appreciate the 
sentiment behind the suggestion. But all 
through that period censureship was in 
operation, arid, therefore, it is not a practical 
suggestion. Besides, sometimes dark spot or 
mole enhances the beauty. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA):    The question 

1. "That at page 1, lines 7-8, for the 
words and figures "the 25th day of March, 
1977" the words "the day on which the Act 
was repealed" be substituted.' 

The motion was negatived. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is: 

"That clause 1 stand part of the Bill" 

The motion was adopted. Clause 1 was 

added to the Bill. 

Ehe Enacting Formula and the Title were 
added to the Bill. 

SHRI LAL K. ADVANI; I beg to move: 

"That the Bill be passed." 

I would say that the dark dismal part  is  
over. 

At least the first phase of my proposition 
and my pledge to the country are over. 

The question was proposed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
LOKANATH MISRA): The question is: 

"That the Bill be passed." 

The motion was adopted. 

THE CALTEX (ACQUISITION OF 
SHARES OF CALTEX OIL REFINING 

(INDIA) LIMITED AND OF THE 
UNDERTAKINGS IN INDIA 0^ GALTEX 

(INDIA) LIMITED^' BILL,   1977 
THE MINISTER OF CHEMICALS AND 

FERTILIZERS AND PETROLEUM (SHRI 
H. N. BAHUGUNA): Sir, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill to provide, in the public 
interest, for the acquisition of the shares of 
Caltex Oil Refining (India) Limited and for 
the acquisition and transfer of the right, title 
and interest 0f Caltex (India) Limited in 
relation to its undertakings in India and 
thereby to secure that the ownership and 
control of the petroleum products produced 
by the Caltex Oil Refining (India) Limited, 
and marketed and distributed by the said 
undertakings, in India, are so distributed as 
best to subserve the common good, as 
passed by the Lok Sabha, be taken -int0 
consideration." 

Sir, the main purpose of the Bill is the 
acquisition of the particular industry and its 
various functions so as to bring under the 
control of the nation one of the most strategic 
elements in the economy of our nation. This, 
Sir, at the outset I must say, is acquisition of 
shares, other interests and titles, if I may say 
so which does not extend beyond, what I say, 
a take-over by negotiation. The predecessor 
Government decided to take over these inte-
rests through negotiations rather than 


